Europe • Asia • America
Packaging for a cleaner planet.

Highly focused
contract packaging services.

GSP is the industry specialist in providing unit dose
water-soluble packaging solutions for mission critical projects.
We offer the widest range of production capabilities in unidose PVA pouches on the
market today, leading the industry with multi-compartment pouch designs and production.
We design and build our own equipment using the most
advanced PVA films at the most precise tolerances to provide
our customers with the best seal strength and lowest “leaker” rates in the industry.

Green Sustainable Packaging
is the worldwide leader in
water-soluble packaging technologies.

GSP designs are spearheading the eco-friendly unidose
packaging revolution with proprietary single and multiple compartment
pouches delivering any combination of liquids, gels and powders.
With plants in North America and Europe, we provide state-of-the-art
packaging and packaging technology to a growing list of global clients.

Versatile, efficient and cost effective.

Our proven machine technology allows us to run powders, gels and liquids
in multiple compartment pouches at the most efficient production rates available,
with industry leading seal strength and packaging integrity.
Our unique narrow web machine enables us to offer the most
cost effective route to market for launch and development projects.
GSP can produce samples for market evaluation, product compatibility
and stability without need for major capital outlay.

Designing solutions unique to you.

Our proprietary multi-compartment technology lets GSP makes pouches unique to your business.
Whether it’s laundry or dishwasher soap or almost any other liquid, powder or gel,
we can design for you something nobody else has.
We’ll create a look all your own, from pouch to packaging.
We can even help you with marketing, for a truly turn-key concept-to-retail solution.
Many of our customers have already used these services with remarkable success.

We also provide industry-leading
flexible packaging solutions.

GSP has years of experience filling powders, liquids and particulates
into a wide variety of flexible packaging formats.
We can take your product from bulk form to the packaging of your choice,
packed in cases ready for distribution to your market.

Whatever you need packaged,
GSP is the only name you need to know.

FLEXIBLE POUCHES:

· HFFS – Horizontal form fill and seal
· Stick packs – 23mm and 35mm width

· VFFS – Vertical form fill and seal
· Stand up zippered pouches (SUZP)

DOY style, flat and block designs
RIGID CONTAINERS:

· Pails

· Tubs

· Canisters (rectangular and round)

SPECIALTY POUCHES:

· Contoured

· Fitment

We also provide bulk packaging in corrugated cases with liners, drums or specialty containers.
Our unparalleled expertise in packaging solutions
and proven vendor relationships ensure your complete satisfaction.

Hydropac Packaging Machines

We build our own machines to the most exacting specifications,
using only 304 stainless steel and hard anodized aluminum.
We offer both continuous motion horizontal* and advanced rotary drum technology.
Siemens platform with HMI interface control for ease of use.
And servo drives throughout ensure industry-leading precision.
We can provide all your packaging needs, or build custom machinery designed for you.
We build to 3 different PVA film widths to offer you the greatest range of possibilities to fit your business.
And our machines offer the smallest footprints to better fit your facilities.
Because our technology is scalable,
we can offer you concept-to-delivery times unmatched in the industry: as little as 6 to 8 weeks.
And post delivery, we provide ongoing customer service both in the US and Europe
to keep you operational at the highest levels.

Precision, speed and options.
Hydropac Horizontal Machines
Hydropac® Horizontal Machines offer 2-film or 4-film versatility in the industry’s only
continuous motion horizontal configurations, providing an extraordinary range
of multi-compartment possibilities using powders, liquids or both.

Shown with powder fill and dual liquid fill (also triple liquid option),
and a footprint of:
117” x 51” (2970mm x 1295mm)

4-film machine shown with powder fill on bottom pouch,
and dual liquid fill on top pouch, for a 3-component pouch,
and a footprint of:
117” x 51” (2970mm x 1295mm)

Hydropac 2-film Rotary Drum Machines
Hydropac® 2-film Rotary Drum Machines give you unmatched speed and flexibility,
with either liquid fill, powder fill, or multiple-compartment options of both.
All with space-efficient compact footprints.

Shown with powder fill and dual liquid fill (also triple liquid option),
and a footprint of:
117” x 51” (2970mm x 1295mm)

Shown with liquid fill and a footprint of:
120” x 63” (3050mm x 1600mm)

Shown with powder fill and a footprint of:
120” x 63” (3050mm x 1600mm)

Not Shown. The smallest production machine in the industry with a footprint of only:
73” x 33” (1850mm x 840mm)
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Packaging for a cleaner planet.

The next generation of water-soluble
packaging isn’t in a cloud, it’s at GSP.

Contact us for all your packaging needs
USA
1455 Sequoia Drive, Aurora, IL
jfowler@gsppva.com

tel: +1 630-327-2845

machines@gsppva.com

fax: +1 630-907-9633

gsppva.com

contractpackaging@gsppva.com

EUROPE
For more information about our European capabilities contact:
Jim Fowler jfowler@gsppva.com
Unit 3 Carbon Court, Phoenix Avenue Leeds LS25 4DY England
tel: +1 630-327-2845

ASIA
For more information about our Asian capabilities contact:
Jim Fowler jfowler@gsppva.com
Office No. LB14302, Jebel Ali, Dubai United Arab Emirates
tel: +1 630-327-2845

